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This invention relates to an apparatus ditions as to·develop vapor under pressure.
particularly adapted for pumping liquid air This vapor under pressure is transferred to··
?r oth~r liquids having relatively low boil- the second part of the apparatus in which
mg pomts.
·
·
the vapor thus generated is utilized for
It is desirable in handling such liquids that pumping more ·of the same liquid, or of any 55
the moving parts be simplified and reduced other corresponding low temperatu:r;e. liquid,
in number as much as possible, as effective and for delivering the same to any desired
lubrication is very difficult in such mechanism point.
.
on account of the extreme low temperature
Vaporizing mecha,ni.sm
of the liquid.
·
· Referring first to the vaporizing mecha- 60
It is the object of my invention to provide nism shown in Figs. 1 and 3, I have indicated
a pumping apparatus in which the pumping a combustion chamber 10 having an outlet in
action is produced by vapor pressure in a the form of a nozzle 11 through which the
closed pumpin~ chamber.
.
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A further obJect is to provide an apparatus pro uc s 0 com u wn are isc arge · uc es
combustion
chamber
and
nozzle
may
form
iq which the vapor is produced bY evapora- part of a rocket mechanism or may- be utition of a portion of the liquid being handled lized to develop power or for any other 4eand in which such evaporation is preferably sired purpose.
.
Fuel, preferably in liquid form, is fed to
utilized for cooling the walls of a combustion
chamber in which high temperatures are de- the combustion chamber 10 through an inlet 70
ve~pyetvention also relates to an improved pipe 12, and the combustion is preferablycon'd tinuous. Very high temperatures are develmethod of pumping a low temperature liqm oped in the combustion chamber 10, and speby utilizing' vapor pressure developed by· ·
· ·
·
z.
evaporation of a portion of. the same liquid. cm1 proviswn Is necessary .tor cooling the 75
walls thereof.
F
h'
I
f
My invention further includes arrangements and combinations of parts which will
or t Is purpose provi e a sel'_1es o anbe hereinafter described and more particu- nular perforated pipes 14 surrounding the
chamber 10 and enclosed by an outer wall or
larly pointed out in the appended claims.
jacket 15. Bafile plates 16 are secured to the
A preferred form of the invention is shown jacket 15 and are so positioned that the 80
in the drawings, in which
·
f
'd
·
f
Fig. 1 is a sectional side elevation of the sprays 0 liqm delivered rom the pipes 14
vaporizing portion of my improved appa- will strike the bafile plates and will be diratus;
verted against the wall of the chamber 10
Fig. 2 is a sectional side elevation of the in a finely intermingled and evenly distrib- 85
uted condition. ·
pumping mechanism;
·
·
Fig. 3 is a sectional plan view taken along
The liquid is delivered to tpe annular pipes
.
14 from a supply pipe 17, preferably taperthe line 3-3 in Fig. 1;
. Fig. 4 is a plan view of certain parts, look- ing toward its lower end so that an even presing in the direction of the arrow 4 in Fig. 1; sure may be maintained upon the several. 90
Fig. 5 is a side el~vation, partly in sec- different spray pipes. A pressure chamber
tion, looking in the direction of the arrow 5 18 may be connected to the supply pipe 17 ·
in Fig. 2; and
.
·
to assist in maintaining an even flow of.
Fig. 6 is a side elevation, partly in section, liquid.
·
·
:;howing a modified construction.
Liquid under pressure may be supplied 95
My improved pumping apparatus com- to the pipe 17 by any desired mechanism, but
prises two closely related mechanisms.. In I have shown in Figs. 1 and 5 a. construction
the first or vaporizing mechanism a liquid by which the liquid may be supplied under
having a low boiling point, such as liqui.d air pressure developed from the high temperaor hydrogen, is evaporated under such con- ture in the combustion chamber 10.
100
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For this purpose, a branch pipe 20 from livered through the feed pipe 17, is forced
the supply pipe 12 is connected into a closed out through the openings in the spray pipes
space 21 surrounding the upper end or dome 14, and is q"Q.ickly vaporized upon contact
of the chamber 10. The branch pipe 20 en- with the outer surface of the highly heated ,.
5 ters this closed space in a tangential djrec- combustion chamber 10. Vapor under pres- 'll
tion, as indicated in Fig. 4, and a similar sure is thus generated which escapes through
tangential outlet pipe 22 connects the closed the pipe 25 and is utilized £or pumping opspace 21 to the pipe 17 which supplies the erations in the second part of my_ apparatus,
spray pipes 14. A check valve 23 is provided as will be hereinafter described.
10 in the branch pipe 20 and a second check valve
The outer surface of the jacket 15, the feed 75
24 is provided in the connection 22.
pipe 17, and other associated parts may prefThe pipe 20 is preferably extended to a.· erably be covered with a suitable heat-insulatsubstantial height above the check valve 23, ing material as indicated at 30 and 31 in
·
so that a considerable weight of liquid may Figs. 1 and 2.
80
15 be present in the pipe 20.
The space between the chamber 10 and the
Purnping- apparatus
jacket 15 forms an air-tight enclosure which
The mechanism £or utilizing the vapor
is connected at its lower end to an outlet pressure generated as previously described,
pipe 25. If a mixture of liquid fuels is to is shown in detail in Fig. 2. The liquid L to
20 be burned in the combustion chamber 10, an be pumped is contained in a tank or storage 85
.additional fuel supply pipe 26 is provided.
receptacle 35, which contains two pumping
As the walls of the combustion chamber chambers 36 and 37, each of which is strong~
10 are subjected to substantial pressure and ly constructed to withstand substantial presare commonly formed of quite thin metal, a sures. The chambers 36 and 37 are prefer25 series of braces 28 (Fig. 3) are preferably ably entirely immersed in the liquid Lin the 90
provided between the wall of the chamber tank 35.
10 and the jacket 15. These braces may prefThe delivery pipe 25 of the vaporizing aperably be formed of perforated metal so as paratus is connected through branch pipes 38
to interfere as little as possible with the free and 39 to the upper ends Of the pumping
30 circulation and delivery of the liquid spray. chambers 36 and 37. Each chamber has an 95
The method of operation of this part of outlet 40 at its lower end connected by branch
- my apparatus is as follows:· pipes 41 to an outlet pipe 42, which preferCombustion being started in the chamber ably extends upwardly inside the tank 35,
10, the walls thereof are quickly heated to a as indicated in Fig. 5, and passes through
35 high temperature. A low temperature liquid suitable stuffing boxes· to the outside of the 100
being allowed to flow through the branch ta:qk 35, where. it may be provided with _an
pipe 20, a portion thereof enters the closed air chamber or pressure regulator 43, and
space 21 and is immediately vaporized by the then extends dpwnward, as indicated at 44,
high temperature of the end wall of the to deliver liquid at any desired point.
40 chamber 10. Vapor under pressure is thus
If desired, the lower end of the pipe 44 may 105
generated which acts to close the check valve be connected, as indicated in Fig. 1, to de23 and to force the surplus liquid and vapor liver liquid to the fuel supply pipe 12 and the
through the check valve 24 into the feed pipe branch pipe 20 previously described. A suit17. The tangential positions of the pipes able valve 45 (Fig. 1) controls the flow
41i 20 and 22 introduce the liquid into the cham- through the pipe. 44.
· .
no
her 21 with a whirling action and the surplus
A valve 50 is provided for closing the openliquid is thrown to the outer portions of the ing 40 in the bottom of each pumping chamspace 21 into which the J?ipe 22 projects.
her 36 or 37. This valve 50 is provided with
As the remaining liqmd in the space 21 is a stem extendi:qg upward through the openliO vaporized, the pressure falls, allowing the ing 40 and connected to a float 51. As the 115
valve 23 to open and admit a further charge valve 50 descends it engages and closes the.
of liquid, which is again vaporized, and the open upper end of a. resilient collapsible exsame cycle of operations takes place. A temdon of the branch pipe 41 for a purpose
safety valve 29 prevents an excessive rise in to be described.
55 pres.sure in the space 21. In this way an in- , Each float 51 has a lost motion connection 120
termittent flow of liquid to the feed pipe 17 53 with the. lower end of a wire or rod. 54,
is produced without the employment of which extends upward throrigh a tube 55 and
pumping apparatus involving the use of mov- stuffing box 56, and, is connected at its upp~r
ing pistons or similar mechanism. The ac- end by a spring 57 t() a rockin~ lever 5"8.
• 60 tion is somewhat similar to that of a hy- The lever 58 is mounted on a fixed pivot 59, 125
draulic ram, and the pressure in the pipe 17 and the opposite ends of the fever engage
will be higher than in the branch pipe 20, arms _60 by which valves 61 and 62 in the
as is necessary to ovei;come the vapor pres- pipes 38 and 39 may be alternately opened
, and closed. Spring clips 64 engage one end
sure in the jacket 15.
130
05 . The liquid under pressure, being thus de- or the other of the lever 58 to hold it yield,o
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ingly in a given position until forcibly re- valve 71 is preferably through a compression
·
spring 71a through which yielding opening
moved therefrom.
Vapor under pressure is forced through pressure is exerted. A cross pin 71b in the
one of the branch pipes, as 38, into the pump- valve stem provides for positive closing ac. 5 ing chamber 36. The liquid in the chamber tion. The spring 71a allows the valve 71 to
is forced out through the opening 40, around remain dm:;ed until the pressure in the chamthe valve 50, and into the collapsible end 52 her has been materially reduced by the escape
· of the branch pip~ 41, from which it is de- of gas or yapor through the valve 70.
livered to the pipe 42. · When most of the
As soon as the emptied pumping chamber
IO liquid in the chamber 36 has been ejected, the 36 or 37 begins to fill with liquid, the float
float 51 falls to a point where the valve 50 51 therein will rise and elose the opening 40,
closes the open end of the collapsible member thus preventing reverse flow through the cor·52. This prevents further flow through the responding branch pipe 41. · The gas or vapipe 41, but the continued admission of vapor por escaping through the pipe 77 leaves the
15 under pressure through the pipe 38 exerts tank 35 through an upper opening 80.
·
downward pressure on the callapsible memThe t11:nk 35 is preferably surrounded by a
her 52, depressing the same along with the covering 82 and is preferably enclosed withvalve 50 and float 51.
· in an inner casing 83 and an outer casing or
This causes downward movement of the jacket ·84, the parts 83 and. 84 being supported
20 wire 54, stretching the spring 57 until the in spaced relation to the tank 35 and covertension of the clip 64 is overcome, after which ing 82 by spacing members 85, preferably of
the lever 58 reverses its position with a snap heat-insulating material.
·
action; closing the valve 61 and opening the . Instead of discharging the vapor direct to
valve 62. A flexible but non-€xtensible con- the atmosphere, it is preferable to discharge
25 nection 65 may be made between the lever 58 the vapor through the opening 80 into the
and the wire 54, so that a direct pull may be jacket space 86 between the covering 82 and
exerted if the spring 57 does not overcome the casing member 83. The vapor flows
the clip 64. .
.
downwavd in the space 86 to an outlet 87
Each pumping chamber is provided with . where it escapes into the space 88 between
30 an upper valve 70 and a lower valve 71. The the casing 83 and the outer covering or jacket
upper valves 70 are connected to a rocking 84. The vapor then flows upward through
lever 72 and the lower valves 71. are connected this outer space to an opening 89 where it
to a rocking lever 73. The opposite ends of escapes to the atmosphere. The low temperthe lever 72 are connected by wires 74 to the ature liquid Lin the tank 35 is thus effectively
35 lever 58, and the opposite ends of the lever protected from radiation to the atmosphere.
73 are similarly connected by crossed wires
A manually operated vent valve 90 is pro75 to the lever 58. When the lever 58 is re- vided for venting the pipe 25 when starting
versed, the rocking levers 72 and 73 are also the apparatus, and a connection 91 having a
reversed, ~nd the valves ~O and 71. in o~e pf v;alv;e 92 is. provided through whic!i gas or
40 the pumpmg chambers will be opened ·while hqmd under pressure may be admitted for
the corresponding valves in the other<cMin- starting the apparatus. A safety valve 93
her will be closed.
may be added.
Assuming that the chamber 36 has been
In Fig. 6, I have indicated the use of a
emptied and the lever 58 is rocked from the simple manually operated pump 100 for plac45 position shown in Fig. 2 to its opposite posi- ing the liquid under pressure in the feed pipe
tion, the valves 70 and 71 in the emptied '17, this apparatus takingthe place of the pulchamber 36 will be·opened, while the corre- sating feeding mechanism previously desponding valves in the opposite chamber will scribed. . By using this pump 100, a suitable
be closed. The chamber 36, being thus opened pressure may be maintained in the pressure
50 at the lower and upper ends, the liquid L in tank 18.
the tank 35 will flow into the chamber through . My improved pumping :ippa.!at"!ls is parthe lower _valves 71 and the vapor in the ticular~y adapted for feedmg hqmd fuel to
chamber will escape through the upper valve a ,contmuous combustion chamber, such as
70. As this vapor is commonly at high tern.., may be used in rocket mechanism, and for
55 perature and· pressure and as it is desirable similar purposes. The liquid contained in
to evaporate as little.as possible of the liquid the feed pipe 17 cools the wall of the combusL, I provide a pipe 77 above each upper valve tion chamber 10 when sprayed thereon, and
70, so that the vapor may pass upward to the prevents destruction thereof, while at the
space above the liquid L with little or no same time the heat of the chamber generates
!lo·mingling with the liquid, thus reducing the vapor pressure effective for operating the
evaporating effect. The lever 72 extends into pumping apparatus. This vapor, being deliveach pipe 77 through a slot· suitably covered e:r:ed alternately to the pumping chambers 36
· and protected to prevent leakage into the and 37, produces a continuous flow of fuel
pipe.
from the tank 35 through the pipe 12 to the
55
The connection from the lever 73 to each combustion chamber 10, and a portion of this
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fuel is diverted through the branch pipe 20
to the feed pipe 17. The apparatus when
once started is continuous in its operation
until the tank 35 is substantially emptied.
5 - In the claims the term "low temperature
liquid" is intended to indicate a liquid having a relatively low boiling point.
Having described my invention and the a.dvantages thereof, T do not wish to be limited
10 to the details herein disclosed, otherwise
than as set forth in the claims.
What I claim is:1. Apparatus f<}r pumping low temperature liquids comprising a tank to contain the
115 liquid, a pair of pumping chambers each
having an inlet and Jill outlet for liquid,
means to provide a continuous supply of vapor under pressure for said chambers, and
means to render said vapor effective to force
20 liquid from one of said chambers while the
other chamber is being filled with liquid
from said tank, said tapor supply means
being connected to said liquid outlets.
2. Appar~tus for pumping a low tempera25 ture liquid comprising a tank to contain the
liquid, apair of pumping chambers each having a liquid outlet, means to supply vapor
under pressure, means to conduct said vapor
to said pump'ing chambers, admission valves
30 for said conducting means, upper and lower
filling valve for said pumping chambers, an
outlet valve for each chamber, and automatic
valve controlling mechanism effective to actuate all of said admission, filling and outlet
35 valves as said chambers are emptied and
filled, whereby alternative and successive
filling and emptying of said pumping chamhers is affected, said vapor supply means being connected to said liquid outlets. ~
40
3. In an apparatus for pumping Iow ternperature liquids, mechanism including a
combustion chamber for producing vapor under pressure 1 pumping apparatus, and means
to render said vapor effective in said pumping apparatus to pump a portion of said low
temperature liquid, and to feed another portion of said liquid to said vaporizing mecha- nism.
. 4. In a pumpin~ apparatus, a _vaporizing
· mechanism ~ompr1sing a heated combustion
chamber, a closed casing surrounding said
chamber but spaced therefrom,• pumping
means to pump, a low temperature liquid,
and to feed a portion of said liquid under
, pressure to said closed casing and to spray
said liquid on the exterior surface of said
combustion chamber within said closed casil!g, and means to conduct the vaporized
liquid from said casing to, said pumping
' mea:r;is to provide an actuating force therefor.-·
5~ In a pumping apparatus, a tank to contain the liquid to ~e pump_~d, a pumping
chamber having an outlet port, an outlet con' nection from said port, an open collapsible

member extending within said connection toward said port, and a float-controlled valve
effective to clOse the port when the valve
is raised and to close the open end of the
collapsible member when the -valve is low- 70
ered.
·
· ~· The combination in a pumping apparatus as set forth in claim 5 in which the
valve and collapsible member are depressed
by pressure in· said chamber after said col- '15
lapsible member is closed by said valve, said
pumping chamber having an inlet for fluid
under pressure and an i;nlet for the liquid
to be pumped and valve-controlled mechanism therefor, is operated by such further 80
movement of said valve.
·
7. In a pumping apparatus for low tern-.
perature liquids, a tank cont_aining liquid ~o
be pumped, a clos~d pumpmg chamber m
said tank, means to generate vapor under 85
pressure, means to admit the vapor under
pressure to said chamber to eject the liquid
contained .tlierein and to feed a portion of
such liquid to the generator as a source of
. vapor supply, valve means permitting escape 90
of said vapor from said chamber as said
chamber is filling, and means to conduct said
vapor through the liquid of said tank to a
vented portion of said tank above said liquid.
8. The· combination in a pumping appa- 95
ratus as set forth in claim 7 in which the
conducting means comprises a tube rising
above the surface of the liquid and connected
at its lower end to the vapor outlet of said
chamber.
·
100
. 9. The combination in a pumping apparatus as set forth in claim 7 in which a.lower
valve for inlet of liquid is provided in said
chamber and actuating means to open said
valve after the pressure in said chamber 105
drops ·to a predetermined point.
10. In a pumping apparatus for low tem·perature liquids, a pair of pumping chamhers each having an inlet and outlet for liquid, means connected to said liquid outlets, 110
to admit vapor under pressure to said chamhers alternately to eject liquid therefrom,
valves controlling said admission means, and
float-controlled means in said . pumping
chambers connected to simultaneously close 115
one of said valves and open the other valve.
11. In a pumping apparatus for low temperature liquids, a pair of pumping chamhers each having an inlet and outlet for liquid, means connected to said liquid outlets, 120
to admit vapor under pressure to said cham.hers alternately to eject liquid therefrom,
valves controlling said admission means,
float-controlled means in .said . pumping
chambers connected to simultaneously close 125
one of said valves and open the other valve,
and mea'ns tO cause said valves to be moved
with a snap action.
12. In a pumping apparatus, a combustion
chamber r means to spray liquid under pres- 130
1
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sure over a portion of said chamber,· a casing forming a closed jacket space about another portion of said chamber, said casing
having an inlet and an outlet, means to feed
liquid to said jacket space, and means to conduct vapor and excess liquid from said space
to said spraying means, thereby providing
an actuating force therefor, a. pumping
chamber connected to said casing outlet,
whereby said vapor will be effective as a
pumping medium. ·
13.. The combination in a vaporizing apparatus as set forth in claim 12 in which
check valves are P1'9vitled to prevent reverse
flow of liquid or vapor with respect to the
inlet or outlet of said closed jacket space.
14. The combination in a vaporizing apparatus as set forth in claim 12 in which
check valves are provided to prevent reverse
flow of liquid or vapor with respect t<> the
inlet or outlet of said closed jacket space,
and in which the liquid is introduced and
the vapor and excess liquid is removed in_
substantially tangential directions with respect to said combustiOn chamber.
15. Apparatus for ;pumping low temperature liquids comprisrng a tank to contain
the liquid, a pair of pumping chambers,
means to provide a continuous supply of vapor under pressure for said chambers, means
to render said vapor effective to force liquid
from one of said chambers while the other
chamber is being filled with liquid from said
tarik, and a surrounding casing for said tank
enclosing a jacket space throu~h which the
vapor released from said pumprng ch.ambers
passes before escape to the atmosphere.
16. Apparatus for pumping low temperature liquids comprising a tanlt to contain the
liquid, a pair of pumping chambers, means
tO provide a continuous supply of vapor under pressure for said chambers, means to render said vapor effective to force liquid from
one of said chambers while the other chamber
is being filled with liquid. from said tank,
and a plurality of casings for said tank enclosing superposed jacket spaces through
which the vapor released from said pump-·
ing chambers passes successively· before escape to the atmosphere.
· In testimony whereof I have hereunto affixed my signature.
.

ROBERT H. GODDARD.
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